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Rationale:
Students who plan to earn the modern language Associate of Arts degree in Spanish must complete both intermediate courses. Some degree programs at four-year institutions may require completion of intermediate or advanced courses in language to satisfy degree requirements.

In addition, many adult learners are returning to the classroom to renew their language study. Some seek personal enrichment while others pursue language skills to help them in their jobs. This course is designed to help students reach an intermediate-mid to –high level of ability in Spanish.

Expected Outcomes:
Upon successful completion of the course, this course will allow students to

1. communicate orally and in writing at an intermediate-mid to –high level of proficiency;
2. demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the cultures studied;
3. reinforce and further their knowledge of other disciplines through language study while recognizing distinct viewpoints;
4. demonstrate understanding of the nature of language and cultures through comparisons of the language and cultures studied and their own language and cultures;
5. participate in multilingual communities at home and around the world;
6. be ready for transfer to a four-year language program.

Methods of Instruction:
This course should be primarily taught in Spanish with little to no use of English.

Brief lecture (introductory in English, review in Spanish)
Whole class discussion
Demonstration
Questioning
Repetition drills
Pattern drills
Communicative paired activities
Assigned conversational groups
Brainstorming
Role-playing
Individualized instruction
Audio-tutorial
Total Physical Response
Teaching Proficiency through Reading and Storytelling
Internet Search Activities
Videos and films in Spanish
Dictations
Independent Study
Individual Laboratory Assignments
Assessment (Including Critical Thinking measurements):

Primary focus is on the effort of the student to improve his/her language skills. The instructor may vary the approach and emphasis of each unit but should devote attention to all of the skills of speaking, listening, reading, and writing.

Daily Work: Students should be assigned homework at the end of every class. Daily work gives students the opportunity to improve their skills outside of class time.

Daily Participation: Students should receive a participation grade for every class session. For many students, in-class participation allows them the opportunity to practice their speaking and listening skills.

Writings: Students should complete writings based on a variety of topics. Instructors should emphasize the writing process as students’ work becomes more complex. Students may be asked to keep a journal and to complete in-class or out of class journaling activities.

Tests: Students should complete tests that assess their ability to use the language at an intermediate-mid to –high level.

Oral Evaluations: In addition to the tests, students should be evaluated orally on their ability to use the language.

Students who successfully complete Intermediate Spanish II should be able to speak, listen, read, and write at an intermediate-mid to –high level. The following are based on the 2012 ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines:

Speaking: Intermediate-mid level speakers are able to handle successfully a variety of uncomplicated communicative tasks in straightforward social situations. Conversation is generally limited to those predictable and concrete exchanges necessary for survival in the target culture. These include personal information related to self, family, home, daily activities, interests and personal preferences, as well as physical and social needs, such as food, shopping, travel, and lodging. Intermediate-mid speakers are able to express personal meaning by creating with the language, in part by combining and recombining known elements and conversational input to produce responses typically consisting of sentences and strings of sentences.

Intermediate-high level speakers are able to converse with ease and confidence when dealing with routine tasks and social situations of the intermediate level. They are able to handle successfully uncomplicated tasks and social situations requiring an exchange of basic information related to their work, school, recreation, particular interests, and areas of competence. They can handle a substantial number of tasks associated with the advanced level, but they are unable to sustain performance of all of these tasks all the time.
Listening: Intermediate-mid level speakers are able to understand simple, sentence-length speech, one utterance at a time, in a variety of basic personal and social contexts. Comprehension is most often accurate with highly familiar and predictable topics, although a few misunderstandings may occur.

Intermediate-high level listeners are able to understand, with ease and confidence, simple sentence-length speech in basic personal and social contexts. They can derive substantial meaning from some connected texts typically understood by Advanced-level listeners, although there often will be gaps in understanding due to a limited knowledge of the vocabulary and structures of the spoken language.

Reading: Intermediate-mid level readers are able to understand short, non-complex texts that convey basic information and deal with basic personal and social topics to which the reader brings personal interest or knowledge, although some misunderstandings may occur. Readers at this level may get some meaning from short connected text featuring description and narration, dealing with familiar topics.

Intermediate-high level readers are able to understand fully and with ease short, non-complex texts that convey basic information and deal with personal and social topics to which the reader brings personal interest or knowledge. These readers are also able to understand some connected texts featuring description and narration, although there will be occasional gaps in understanding due to a limited knowledge of the vocabulary, structures, and writing conventions of the language.

Writing: Intermediate-mid level writers are able to meet a number of practical writing needs. They can write short, simple communications, compositions, and requests for information in loosely connected texts about personal preferences, daily routines, common events, and other personal topics. Writers at this level show evidence of control of basic sentence structure and verb forms. The writing is best defined as a collection of discrete sentences and/or questions loosely strung together.

Intermediate-high level writers are able to meet all practical writing needs of the intermediate level. Additionally, they can write compositions and simple summaries related to work and/or school experiences. They can narrate and describe in different time frames when writing about everyday events and situations. These narrations and descriptions are often but not always of paragraph length, and they typically contain some evidence of breakdown in one or more features of the advanced level.

Learning Objectives:

Students will be able to:

1. Synthesize the different tenses in the Spanish language orally and in writing.
2. Understand native Spanish speakers speaking at a normal rate of speed.
3. Converse in Spanish with minimal hesitation (lags) on a variety of everyday topics.
4. Pronounce Spanish words and sentences approximating the pronunciation of a native or heritage speaker.
5. Write short communications, compositions, and requests for information in Spanish.
6. Read short, non-complex text in Spanish without recourse to translation or looking up words.

Students’ ability to communicate orally and in writing will be gained through understanding of more advanced grammar and vocabulary.

New Grammatical Constructs needed for Communication (Outcomes 1, 3, 4, 5)

- Subjunctive mood in adverbial clauses
- Past progressive tense and other uses of present participle
- Future tense
- Conditional tense
- Future perfect tense
- Conditional perfect tense
- Present perfect subjunctive
- Subjunctive use in clauses with *si*
- Imperfect subjunctive

Cultural Awareness (Outcomes 2, 5)

- Compare and contrast political systems in various countries.
- Compare and contrast the uses of technology in the Spanish-speaking worlds.
- Discuss the issues facing the Spanish-speaking population in the United States.

Basic Literature Analysis (Outcomes 2, 6)

- Identifying elements of texts: tone and voice
- Checking comprehension and determining/adjusting reading rate
- Making inferences
- Identifying characteristics of different text types
- Assessing a passage, responding, and giving an opinion.